MOBIv8 – The Complete Program for Long Lasting Weight Loss Success
At MOBIv8, we know that weight loss success is SO much more than just a diet or an exercise
program. That’s exactly why your journey to weight loss success with us is all encompassing and
complete. The level of our client success is a result of a holistic and complete approach to ensure
long lasting weight loss success
Below is an outline of exactly what you can expect to receive when you join the MOBIv8 Elite Inner
Circle Weight Loss Program

Fully Personalised MOBIv8 Weight Loss Assessment






Ask yourself the questions that will set you up for weight loss success
Get a unique insight into what you truly want to achieve as a result of your future weight
loss success
Uncover unknown stumbling blocks that have hindered you before with weight loss
Receive confidential personalised feedback as to how previous clients have overcome the
same challenges that you are facing and now enjoy the success that awaits you too
Get a clear, personalised road map to your long lasting weight loss success

Elite Level MOBIv8 Weight Loss Training






Discover exactly WHY diets have failed you in the past
Understand the exact emotional trigger’s that are literally keeping people overweight
Realise how a very simple change in approach can result in losing weight and keep it off
Learn about “The Snapback Effect”, which causes dieters to lose weight initially and then
“Snap back” to their old weight (and more)
Develop your plan and exactly what you will be doing and when you will be doing it to get
you to your weight loss goals.

Access to the MOBIv8 Elite Inner Circle Member Only Online Forum





There is safety and support in numbers
Get access to daily inspiration, tips and insights delivered and supported by people who are
on the same journey as you
Meet, interact and befriend other people who will further support you on your journey
Get leverage and empowerment from people who will celebrate your success with you.

Award winning, fully personalised MOBIv8 Motivation Text Messages




Scientifically designed and developed over the last 8 years with the help of hypnotherapists,
psychotherapists and a NLP practitioner
Concept was awarded Business Innovation of the Year for 2011
Designed to powerful recondition your mindset and develop a new relationship with food




Sculpted to fit perfectly into your lifestyle and keep you focused on your weight loss goals
Maintain massive momentum and motivation throughout your journey to weight loss
success

Access to the Weekly Live Motivational Weight Loss Webinars







Weekly motivational weight loss webinars designed to provide elite level weight loss
training
High energy delivery will have you excited about the week ahead
Answer all and any of your questions
Hear from and interact with other members from all over the world
Hugely supportive and engaging interaction
All recorded so you can listen to them anytime you like

Access to a coach






Need a little more support?
Resident coaches are able to help you on a 1 to 1 basis
Coaches have been through the MOBIv8 weight loss program and lost weight
Easy access via email, Skype or social media
Access from wherever you are in the world

